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Abstract. Universally Composable (UC) Commitment is a strong notion that
guarantees security even when the commitment protocol is composed with arbitrary protocols running many of their copies in parallel. It is impossible to
implement a protocol that realizes UC Commitment without set-up assumptions.
However, it has been implemented using such assumptions as common reference
string, certified public keys and random oracles. In this paper we prove that the
existence of a binary symmetric channel between the parties makes possible the
accomplishment of UC Commitment.

1. Introduction
Commitment is one of the most fundamental cryptographic protocols. It is used as a
sub-protocol in applications such as secure multi-party computation [GMW87], contract
signing [EGL85] and zero-knowledge proofs [GMW91, Gol01, BCC88]. A commitment
protocol involves two players: the committer and the receiver. The idea behind the notion
of commitment is simple: the committer provides the receiver with a digital equivalent of
a “sealed envelope”. This envelope should contain a value x in the commitment phase of
the protocol. Before the committer helps the receiver in opening the envelope, the receiver
should learn nothing about the value x. Additionally, the committer should not be able to
change x after the commitment phase. When the committer helps the receiver in opening
the envelope in the decommitment phase, the receiver learns the value x.
A very large number of commitment protocols are known based on various assumptions in the standalone setting, but this notion does not guarantee security when multiple copies of the protocol run at the same time, or when the commitment protocols are
used within other protocols. Universally Composable (UC) Commitment [Can05, CF01]
is a notion of security that holds even when the commitment scheme is concurrently composed with an arbitrary set of protocols.
This notion of security is so strong that is impossible to obtain UC commitment
protocol if no set-up assumption is provided [CF01]. UC commitment protocols were constructed in the common reference string (CRS) model [CF01, CLOS02, DN02, DG03].
In the CRS model there exists an honestly generated random string at the system initialization; the simulator can generate its own string (as long as it looks indistinguishable
from the honestly generated one). Barak et. al. [BCNP04] show how to make the above
schemes work in the key set-up model in the presence of a static adversary. In this model,

parties have certified public keys. Dodis et. al. [DPW05] extend these results to adaptive
corruptions. A UC commitment protocol was constructed in the random oracle model by
Hofheinz and Müller-Quade [HM04]. Prabhakaran and Sahai [PS04] introduced a model
in which all the parties, the adversary and the simulator are given oracle access to superpolynomial angels. In this model one can securely implement any multiparty functionality
without setup assumptions.
The current work introduces a new set-up assumption. We prove that there exists
a UC Commitment protocol secure against computationally unbounded adaptive adversaries based on the existence of noisy channels. Specifically, we prove that a binary
symmetric channel is a valid set-up assumption to construct a UC commitment protocol.
The potential of the noisy channel for cryptography purposes was first used by
Wyner [Wyn75] for exchanging a secret key in the presence of an eavesdropper. Later
Maurer [Mau93], Ahlswede and Csiszár [AC93] extended the results. Crépeau and Kilian [CK88] implemented the first bit commitment based on noisy channel that is information information theoretically secure. Their idea was later improved and extended
in [Cre97, DKS99, INW03].

2. Preliminaries
We present some useful notions and techniques that we will use in this paper.
2.1. Coding Theory
A binary error-correcting code C is [n, k, d] linear if it has codeword length n, dimension
k and minimal distance d and it is a linear subspace of cardinality 2k of {0, 1}n such that
for any two distinct words c1 , c2 ∈ C dH (c1 , c2 ) ≥ d holds, where dH is the Hamming
distance between the two word (i.e., the number of bits that they differ). This type of code
is specified by a generating matrix G of dimension k × n or by a parity check matrix H
of dimension n × (n − k). The following theorem appears in [MS77, Ch. 17, Prob. 30]
and shows that random linear codes achieve the Gilbert-Varshamov bound:
Theorem 1 There exists a constant ρ > 1 such that a random binary matrix G of size
Rn × n defines a binary linear code with minimal distance at least γn except with probability not greater than ρ(R−Cγ )n , Cγ = 1 − H(γ), where H(γ) is the binary entropy
function and R < Cγ .
We also need a theorem from [GI03]:
Theorem 2 There is a probabilistic polynomial time procedure to construct codes whose
rate vs. distance trade-off meets the Gilbert-Varshamov bound with high probability for
all rates less than 10−4 . Furthermore, these codes can be decoded in polynomial time up
to half the relative distance, and in fact this latter decoding property can be “certified”,
i.e., one can verify in deterministic polynomial time that such decoding will indeed be
possible for the constructed code.
2.2. Statistical Indistinguishability
A function f mapping non-negative integers to non-negative reals is called negligible if
for all positive numbers c, there exists an integer n0 such that for all n > n0 , we have
f (n) < 1/nc .

Definition 1 Two sequences {Xn }n∈N and {Yn }n∈N of random variables are called statistically indistinguishable if
1 X
·
|Pr[Xn = s] − Pr[Yn = s]|
2 s∈S
n

is negligible, where Sn is the union of the supports of Xn and Yn .

3. UC Commitment Definitions
3.1. The General Framework
This section summarizes the parts of the Universally Composable framework [Can05]
that are relevant to this work. The security of a protocol to carry out a task is established
in three phases. First, we should formalize the process of executing a protocol in the
presence of an adversary and an environment. Next, we should formalize an ideal protocol
for carrying out the task using a “trusted party”. In the ideal protocol the trusted party
captures the requirements of the desired task and the parties cannot communicate among
themselves. Finally, we prove that the real protocol emulates the ideal protocol.
The environment in the UC framework represents all activity external to the running protocol, so it provides inputs to the parties running the protocol and receives the
outputs that the parties generate during the execution of the protocol. The environment
tries to distinguish between attacks on real executions of the protocol and simulated attacks against the ideal functionality. If no environment can distinguish the two situations,
the real protocol emulates the ideal functionality.
The computational model. The computational model extends the interactive Turing
machine (ITM) model [GMR89, Gol01]. The programs run by parties are represented
as Turing machines with shared tapes. Specifically, the input and output tapes model
inputs and outputs that are received from and given to other programs running on the
same machine, and the communication tapes model messages sent to and received from
the network.
An ITM instance (ITI) is an instance of a program running on specific data. A
system (I, C) of ITMs consists of an initial ITM I and a control function C. An instance
of I is invoked when the execution of the system starts. Each ITI can invoke other ITIs
and write messages on some tapes of the others ITIs, the control function C determines
which tapes of which ITIs can be written by the ITI. In addition, each ITI has a unique ID
that specifies two fields: the session ID (SID) and the party ID (PID). At any time only
one ITI is active, it can execute its code and also write only once to the tape of other ITI.
The output of an execution of a system is the output of I, and the execution of the system
ends when I halts. Adversarial entities are also modeled as ITMs.
An ITM M is locally probabilistic polynomial time (PPT) if, at any point during
the execution of any ITI µ with code M , the overall running time so far is bounded by
a polynomial in the security parameter and the overall length of input, and in addition
the number of bits written on the input tapes of other ITIs, plus the number of other ITIs
invoked by µ, is less than the length of µ’s input so far.

The adversarial model. The parties have unique identities and are locally PPT. The
network is asynchronous without guaranteed delivery of messages. The communication is
public, but authenticated (i.e., we assume that an authentication functionality is available
to all players). The adversary is adaptive in corrupting parties, and is active in its control
over corrupted parties. Any number of parties can be corrupted. Finally, the adversary,
the environment and the simulator are allowed unbounded complexity.
Protocol execution in the real-life model. We sketch the process of executing a given
protocol π (run by parties P1 , . . . , Pn ) with some adversary A and an environment machine Z with input z. The model of executing π is the extended system of ITMs
π,A
π,A
(Z,CEXEC
), where Z is the initial environment and CEXEC
is the control function.
The first ITI to be invoked by Z is set by the control function to be A. Z can
also invoke an unlimited number of ITIs, give inputs to them, and receive outputs from
them, but Z can only invoke ITIs with the same SID and the code of these ITIs is set by
π,A
CEXEC
to be the code of π. Z can communicate only with the above ITIs.
Parties and sub-parties of π can invoke ITIs and pass inputs and outputs to other
ITIs of the same instance of π. Parties of π can also pass outputs to the environment.
They can also write messages on the incoming communication tape of the adversary.
These messages may specify the identity of the final destination of the message. A can
send messages to any ITI (A delivers the message).
A cannot invoke ITIs as subroutines (it can invoke new ITIs by delivering messages to them), but it can corrupt parties or sub-parties of π. After receiving a special
message (corrupt id) from the environment, the adversary corrupts a party or sub-party
by delivering the message (corrupt). By the definition of the process of corrupting, the
environment always knows which parties are corrupted.
→
Let REAL
(k, z, −
r ) denote the output of environment Z when interactπ,A,Z

ing with adversary A and parties running protocol π on security parameter k, input
−
z and random input →
r = rZ , rA , r1 . . . rn as described above (z and rZ for Z, rA
for A; ri for party Pi ). Let REALπ,A,Z (k, z) denote the random variable describing
→
→
REALπ,A,Z (k, z, −
r ) when −
r is uniformly chosen. Let REALπ,A,Z denote the ensemble
{REALπ,A,Z (k, z)}k∈N,z∈{0,1}∗ .
Ideal protocols. An ideal functionality F represents the desired properties of a given
task. Conceptually, F is treated as a local subroutine by the several parties that use it,
and so the communication between the parties and F is supposedly secure (i.e., messages
are sent by input and output tapes). Therefore, F is an ITM with input tape that many
ITIs can write on it and F can write on the subroutine output tapes of multiple ITIs. The
PID of F is set to ⊥, and it expects that all inputs come from ITIs with SID equal to its.
Finally, F can communicate with the adversary by using its communication tape and it is
responsible for determining the effects of corrupting. In subsections 3.3 and 3.2 we define
the ideal functionalities for commitment and binary symmetric channel, respectively, that
we use in this work.
The ideal protocol for an ideal functionality F (IDEALF ) involves an ideal pro-

tocol adversary S, an environment Z on input z and a set of dummy parties that interacts
as defined below. Whenever a dummy party is activated with input x, it writes x onto
the input tape of F(sid,⊥) . Whenever the dummy party is activated with value x on its
subroutine output tape, it writes x on the subroutine output tape of Z. The ideal protocol
adversary S has no access to the contents of messages sent between dummy parties and
F, and it should send corruption messages directly to F that is responsible for determining the effects of corrupting any dummy party. The ideal functionality receives messages
from the dummy parties by reading its input tape and sends messages to them by writing
to their subroutine output tape. In the ideal protocol there is no communication among
the parties using the adversary to deliver the message.
→
Let IDEAL
(k, z, −
r ) denote the output of environment Z after interacting
F,S,Z

with adversary S and ideal functionality F in the ideal protocol, on security param→
eter k, input z, and random input −
r = rZ , rS , rF as described above (z and rZ for
Z, rS for S, rF for F). Let IDEALF,S,Z (k, z) denote the random variable describing
→
−
IDEALF,S,Z (k, z, −
r ) when →
r is uniformly chosen. Let IDEALF,S,Z denote the ensemble {IDEALF,S,Z (k, z)}k∈N,z∈{0,1}∗ .
Realizing an ideal functionality. We say that a protocol π statistically UC-realizes an
ideal functionality F if for any real-life adversary A there exists an ideal-protocol adversary S such that no environment Z, on any input z, can tell with non-negligible probability
whether it is interacting with A and parties running π in the real-life process, or it is interacting with S and F in the ideal protocol. This means that, from the point of view of
the environment, running protocol π is statistically indistinguishable of interacting with
an ideal protocol for F.
Definition 2 Let n ∈ N. Let F be an ideal functionality and let π be an n-party protocol. We say that π statistically UC-realizes F if for any adversary A there exists an
ideal-protocol adversary S such that for any environment Z we have that REALπ,A,Z and
IDEALF,S,Z are statistically indistinguishable.
Hybrid protocols. In hybrid protocols in addition to sending messages to other parties
using the adversary to deliver them in the usual way, the parties can also use instances
of ideal functionalities. This is done by calling the corresponding instances of the ideal
protocol for these functionalities invoking dummy parties for F, which in turn invoke
an instance of F (i.e. in an F-hybrid protocol the parties can include subroutine calls
to IDEALF ). Each copy of F is identified via a session identifier (SID) chosen by the
parties of the F-hybrid protocol. The communication between the dummy parties and F
mimics the ideal protocol.
Universal Composition. Let π be a protocol that makes subroutine calls to F, and
let ρ be a protocol that statistically UC-emulates F. The composed protocol π ρ/F is
constructed by modifying the code of each ITM in π so that messages sent to each dummy
party of F with identity (sid, pid) in protocol π are replaced with messages sent to a copy
of ρ with the same identity (sid, pid) in the protocol π ρ/F . Each output value generated by

a copy of ρ with identity (sid, pid) is treated as a message received from the corresponding
dummy party of F with identity (sid, pid) in protocol π.
A protocol ρ is subroutine respecting if the only input/output interface between
each instance of ρ and other protocol instances is done by the actual parties of ρ (i.e., the
sub-parties of ρ exchange input/output only with parties or sub-parties of this instance.).
The composition theorem basically says that if ρ statistically UC-emulates protocol F then an execution of the composed protocol π ρ/F “emulates” an execution of
protocol π.
Theorem 3 Let ρ be a protocol that statistically UC-realizes ideal functionality F and ρ
is subroutine respecting. Then protocol π ρ/F statistically UC-emulates protocol π.
A specific corollary of the composition theorem states that if π statistically UCrealizes some functionality G in the F-hybrid model, and ρ statistically UC-realizes F in
the real-life model, then π ρ/F statistically UC- realizes G in the real-life model.
Corollary 4 Let F, G be ideal functionalities. Let π be a subroutine respecting protocol that statistically UC-realizes G in the F-hybrid model and let ρ be a protocol that
statistically UC-realizes F. Then protocol π ρ/F statistically UC-realizes G.
3.2. The Binary Symmetric Channel Model
The Binary Symmetric Channel (BSC) model is the hybrid model in which the participants have ideal access to a Binary Symmetric Channel with error probability ². Below
we describe the functionality FBSC,² , where P is the sender and R the receiver.
1. Upon receiving an input (Send, sid, b) from P , verify that sid = (P, R, sid0 ) for
some R and that b ∈ {0, 1}, else ignore the input. Next, choose a random bit r
such that Pr[r = 1] = ² and output (Sent, sid, b0 ) to R with b0 = b ⊕ r.
In the ideal process for the functionality FCOM (described in section 3.3) the BSC
is not used, so the ideal protocol adversary (simulator) that simulates a real-life adversary
can play the role of FBSC,² for the simulated adversary.
3.3. The Commitment Functionality
We present the ideal bit commitment functionality as described in [Can05] (a modified
version of the first formalized functionality in [CF01]). The functionality is similar to
the idea of a “sealed envelope” containing a value x. Before the committer helps the
receiver in opening the envelope, the receiver learns nothing about the value x. But the
sender cannot change the value after the commitment phase. When the sender helps the
receiver in opening the envelope in the decommitment phase, the receiver learns the value
x. Below we describe the functionality FCOM .
1. Upon receiving an input (Commit, sid, x) from P , verify that sid = (P, R, sid0 )
for some R, else ignore the input. Next, record x and generate a public delayed
output (Receipt, sid) to R. Once x is recorded, ignore any subsequent Commit
inputs.
2. Upon receiving an input (Open, sid) from P , proceed as follows: If there is a
recorded value x then generate a public delayed output (Open, sid, x) to R. Otherwise, do nothing.

3. Upon receiving a message (Corrupt-committer, sid) from the adversary, send x
to the adversary. Furthermore, if the adversary now provides a value x0 , and the
Receipt output was not yet written on R’s tape, then change the recorded value to
x0 .
The commitment phase is modeled in item 1 of the functionality in which the
FCOM receives the value committed to, records the value and send a public delayed output
to the receiver to notify that a commitment was received (i.e. the message is first sent to
the adversary, and later sent to the receiver when the confirmation from the adversary is
received). The sid must contain the identities of the committer and receiver.
The opening phase takes place when the committer sends a message to FCOM
to open the commitment as indicated in item 2 of FCOM . If the committer has already
recorded a value then a public delayed output with the value is generated to the receiver.
Item 3 of the functionality models the response when the adversary corrupts some
party. The FCOM sends the recorded value to the adversary and lets him modify the value
if the Receipt message was not yet written to the receiver’s tape.

4. UC Commitment Based on Noisy Channel
We now state that there exists a hybrid protocol using the ideal functionalities for binary
symmetric channel (FBSC,² ) and authenticated communication (FAU T H [Can05]) that statistically UC-realizes the ideal functionality FCOM :
Theorem 5 It is possible to statistically UC-realize FCOM with an (FAU T H ,FBSC,² )hybrid protocol.
Specifically we prove the following lemma:
Lemma 6 The bit commitment protocol based on noisy channels proposed in [Cre97]
statistically UC-realizes FCOM in the binary symmetric channel model.
4.1. The Protocol
This section describes the Commitment Protocol based on Noisy Channels that was proposed by Crépeau [Cre97] adapted to the UC framework.
Let 0 < ² < 1/2 be the error probability of the binary symmetric channel, and γ
and δ be positive numbers.
Commitment Phase
1. When R starts its execution, it chooses at random and sends to P a binary linear
[n, k, d]-code C with parameters k/n = 1 − H(γ).
2. P :
• picks random n-bit string m and sends it to R,
• picks random codeword c ∈ C such that c ¯ m = b (where ¯ denotes the
scalar product),
• send the message (Send, sid, ci ) to FBSC,² for each 1 ≤ i ≤ n. R receives
c0 = c01 c02 . . . c0n
3. Upon receiving m and c0 , R outputs (Receipt, sid)

After commitment phase the two parties keep their outputs secret. If the sender decides
to unveil the bit he starts decommitment phase below.
Decommitment Phase
1. P sends b and c to R
2. if (c ∈ C) ∧ (b = c ¯ m) ∧ (dH (c, c0 ) < ²n + λn) then R accepts and outputs
(Open, sid, x), else he rejects.
The parties use the public authenticated network to send the noiseless messages.
We briefly argue about the protocol stand-alone security (see [Cre97] for details).
According to Theorem 1, the code chosen by Alice has minimal distance at least γn but for
a negligible probability. Any string z (not necessarily a codeword) is at a distance smaller
than (γ/2)n from at most one codeword, lets call it c. If Alice unveils a codeword different
from c, the expected hamming distance between z and this other codeword will be at least
(γ/2 + ²)n but for a negligible probability. Therefore, by choosing an appropriate λ, the
cheating probability for Alice is negligible in n.
From the strong law of large numbers, the protocol always work for honest Alice
and Bob but for a negligible probability.
Finally, from the left-over hash lemma [ILL89], one sees that Bob’s views in the
case Alice commits to a zero or a one are indistinguishable.
4.2. UC Security of the Protocol
We construct the ideal-protocol adversary S as follows. S runs a simulated copy of A
in a black-box way, plays the role of the ideal functionality FBSC,² and simulates a copy
of the hybrid interaction of π for the simulated adversary A. In addition, S forwards all
inputs from Z to A0 s input and all outputs from A to Z. S should be able to extract the
committed value from the messages that it receives from A if the sender is corrupted and
also should be able to send a commitment in the hybrid interaction and later open it to
both values. Below we describe the procedures of the simulator in each occasion:
1. In the beginning of the simulation with A and Z, S chooses a random binary linear
[n, k, d]-code C with parameters k = (1 − H(γ) + δ)n and d ≥ γ²n and sends
it in the simulated hybrid execution as the error correcting code that the receiver
selected. We can invoke theorem 1.
2. If the environment Z writes a message (Commit, sid, b) on the input tape of an
uncorrupted party P , P copies the message to the functionality FCOM and S is
informed about the commitment. Then, S sends a random n-bit string m to A. If
the receiver is corrupted, S chooses a random codeword and simulates the received
c0 and sends it to A (playing the role of FBSC,² ). If the receiver is honest and A
delivers m to the simulated receiver, S allows FCOM to output (Receipt, sid) to
the receiver in the ideal protocol.
3. If Z writes a message (Open, sid) on the input tape of some uncorrupted party P ,
P copies the message to the functionality FCOM . If P has previously committed
to a value b, S will receive the bit b. If the receiver is corrupted, S that also knows
c0 and m tries to find c ∈ C such that the receiver will accept c in the test performed
on step 2 of Decommitment phase. If the receiver is uncorrupted, S tries to find c
such that b = c ¯ m. If S finds c ∈ C according to the above criteria, it sends c

4.

5.

6.

7.

and b to the adversary A in the role of the uncorrupted sender; otherwise it stops.
If the receiver is honest and A delivers b and c to the simulated receiver, S allows
FCOM to output (Open, sid, b) to the receiver in the ideal protocol.
If A lets some corrupted party P commit to a bit b, S views c. If the receiver is
also corrupted, S just simulates the received c0 . If the receiver is uncorrupted, S
views also m. If c is a codeword, then S can compute the value of b and send the
message (Commit, sid, b) to FCOM . In the case c is not a codeword, S tries to find
ĉ such that dH (ĉ, c) < γn/2. Note that there exist no more than one codeword ĉ
satisfying dH (ĉ, c) < γn/2. If S finds it, then S computes b = ĉ ¯ m and sends
the message (Commit, sid, b) to FCOM ; otherwise S sends a random bit b.
If A tells some corrupted party P to open a valid commitment with bit b0 , codeword c∗ and the receiver is not corrupted, then S simulates the received c0 (according to c that it knows) and checks if an honest receiver would accept b0 and c∗ as
valid opening information for commit. If an honest user would reject it, then S
stops; otherwise S sends (Open, sid) to FCOM .
If A corrupts the sender, then S corrupts the sender in the ideal protocol and learns
b. In the case that the (Receipt, sid) output was written on the receiver tape before
the corruption, the adversary knows m, C and possibly c0 (only if the receiver is
already corrupted). S tries to find c ∈ C such that c ¯ m = b and such that if the
receiver is corrupted c will be accepted in the receiver’s test. If it finds such c, it
sends c and b to A; otherwise it stops. If the (Receipt, sid) output was not written
on the receiver tape before the corruption, then A has not yet delivered m and c
has not yet been sent to FBSC,² . A can thus change b, m and c. S follows the
procedures of item 4.
If A corrupts the receiver, then S corrupts the receiver in the ideal protocol. If the
receiver is corrupted before A delivers C to the simulated sender, A could change
C. If the receiver is corrupted after the commitment and before the opening, S
plays the role of FBSC,² and thus it can send a valid c0 to A (i.e., random n-bit
string if the sender is not corrupted, otherwise it simulates BS² (c)). If the receiver
is corrupted after the opening phase, S also learns b and can thus send also c and
b to A.

We analyze below the probabilities of the events that can result in different views
REALπ,A,Z and IDEALF,S,Z .
Now we prove that in items 3 and 6 of the simulator, S can find a codeword c so
that the receiver accepts it in the test performed on step 2 of Decommitment phase with
overwhelming probability. The density of codewords in the random binary linear code is
2nR
= 2n(1−H(γ)+δ−1)
n
2
= 2n(δ−H(γ))
0

Knowing that there are no less than 2n(H(²)−δ ) jointly typical words with c0 but for a
negligible probability (this follows from the Asymptotic Equipartition Property [CT91]),
the expected number of jointly typical codewords for the received c0 in the random binary
linear code is
0

0

2n(δ−H(γ)) 2n(H(²)−δ ) = 2n(δ−δ −H(γ)+H(²))

Setting δ > δ 0 and γ < ² and applying the Chernoff bound [Che52], the number of jointly
typical codewords is exponential in n with overwhelming probability. Thus, S only stops
in these items with negligible probability. In item 3 of the simulator, REALπ,A,Z and
IDEALF,S,Z differ also if an honest committer in the hybrid interaction is unable to open
a valid commitment, but this probability is exponentially small in the security parameter
[Cre97].
The output generated in item 5 of the simulator will differ from REALπ,A,Z only
if a dishonest committer in the hybrid interaction succeeds to open a bit other than the bit
he committed to in the commitment phase, but this probability is exponentially small in
the security parameter [Cre97]. The codeword used in item 4 of the simulator to compute
the bit b that S send to FCOM is the only codeword (if it exists) such that dH (ĉ, c) <
γn/2 and so the only that will be accepted with non-negligible probability in the test of
the decommitment phase. If S doesn’t find such codeword, it can send a random bit to
FCOM because any codeword used in the decommitment phase will be accepted only with
negligible probability.
A dishonest receiver that knows BS² (c) and m in the hybrid interaction has, before
the decommitment, negligible information about b [Cre97]. A bad code generated by a
corrupted receiver can easily be detected by the sender just observing the rank of the
matrix, because k is the parameter that assures the sender’s security.
As all events that can result in different views have negligible probabilities,
REALπ,A,Z and IDEALF,S,Z are statistically indistinguishable. This completes the security proof of the protocol, and so the lemma and the theorem are valid.
4.3. Efficient Simulator
We deal with computationally unbounded adversaries, so efficient simulators are not a
big issue. However, we note here that there are ways to turn our simulator into efficient
ones by changing slightly the protocol. In the simulator above there are two inefficient
procedures in the execution: the searching in items 3 and 6 of the simulator for c that an
honest receiver will accept in the test performed on step 2 of Decommitment phase and
the searching in item 4 of the simulator for ĉ such that dH (ĉ, c) < γn/2 (that is executed
if the c sent by the corrupted sender is not a codeword). We can make the execution of
simulator polynomial in the complexity of the adversary using a code generated according
to theorem 2 and list decoding to find the codewords that are closer to any word. That
works if H(²) > 1 − δ − 10−4 . The proofs that the resulting protocol is stand-alone secure
are the same as in [Cre97], since the code specified by theorem 2 meets the GilbertVarshamov bound. Details are left to an extended version of this work.

5. Conclusion
We have proved that is possible to statistically UC-realizes FCOM with an
(FAU T H ,FBSC,² )-hybrid protocol, and so the noisy channel is a valid set-up assumption
to UC-realize the ideal commitment functionality.
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